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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 
Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Day  Four Dai- Sesshin,  August 11, 1999 

Translator: Shinzen 

Mumonkan Case Two 

Hyakujo’s Fox 
translated by R.H. Blyth 

THE CASE 
 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always there listening to it 
together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  One day, however, he remained 
behind, and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied,      “Yes; I am 
not a human being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho Buddha, I was the head monk 
here.  On one occasion a certain monk asked me whether an enlightened man could fall again 
under the chain of cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I have for five 
hundred lives been reborn a fox.  I now beg you to release me from this rebirth by causing a 
change of mind through your words.”  Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an enlightened man fall 
again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  Hyakujo answered, “No one can set aside 
(the law of) cause and effect.”  The old man immediately became enlightened, and making his 
bows, he said, “I am now released from rebirth as a fox and my body will be found on the other 
side of this mountain.  I wish to make a request of you.  Please bury me as a dead monk.”  
 

So far I’ve been speaking of various aspects of how it is that an existing being is born, 

that is to say, “What is the process that underlies our coming into appearance?”  In essence, 

I’ve been talking about this thing called the activity of the Dharma.  The activity of the Dharma 

is that which is forming the Self and forming the world.  It acts having as its content, two 

activities that are in contrast, that are polar, oppositely directed, a plus and a minus if you will, 

or technically tatha-gata, the thus-going, and tatha-agata, the thus-coming. 

It is the conclusion of Buddhism that the same dynamic process, the same working that 

forms existing beings, Selves, is also the working that forms the world in which those existing 

beings abide.  So listen carefully to what I have to say with the intention that it will help you to 

contemplate this activity that forms the Self and surrounding scene, as you’re sitting. 

According to the traditions of Tathagata Zen, the Buddha, Shakyamuni, first taught his 

disciples about this activity that forms the world, having as its content two contrasting activities 
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in terms of calling it the activity of Tathagata.  And according to those oral traditions, later the 

Buddha adopted a term that was very well-known, popular in his time, “Dharma,” which might 

be translated as “natural law,” and referred to this world-forming dynamic process as the doing 

of the Dharma. 

This activity of the Dharma forms a body.  That body is none other than this whole 

universe.  So what you have to be able to clearly contemplate is that what we called the 

universe is that which has this activity of the Dharma as its very content. 

Now, to explain in a simple way, in Tathagata Zen, when we speak of this activity of the 

Dharma from a human or personified perspective, we call it the activity of Mind, Consciousness, 

“kokoro” in Japanese.  “Mind” in English, “kokoro” in Japanese, in the original Sanskrit in India 

the word is “chitah”, but in any case this universe, this body which is the universe has the 

activity of Mind as its content.  Everybody has a mind, don’t you?  Everybody has a mind.  

And the activity of that mind produces the total body that says, “I am,” the total body that we 

call Self. 

If we analyze what we mean by the activity of mind, we can see that it has as its content 

two activities:  a plus doing and a minus doing.  And so that activity of mind creates a body 

which we call “I amness,” our Self.  And in the exact same way, the whole universe is a body 

that is formed having this same activity as its content.  And I’ve explained how it is that what 

constitutes this activity of consciousness is plus and minus.  I’ve explained how it is that when 

this activity of Mind acts fully, in a complete way, it manifests a complete Self.  It manifests a 

complete Cosmos. 

And when plus and minus completely unite, then there is produced a complete body, a 

complete universe.  By that I mean that body that does not need to be made an object of.  

What you have to contemplate well is that what is usually thought of as object is in fact the 

plus, and what is usually thought of as subject is the minus.  Therefore when subject and 

object unite, when plus and minus unite, there is no need to make an object of the universe or 
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the Self. 

Now, that state of completeness is called the manifestation of zero, or the 

manifestation of the substance of the void, the empty body.  But when the 

“I-am-claiming-Self” arises, it arises in between plus and minus.  Therefore plus, minus and 

Self, three worlds are born and the complete world is lost.  I’ve explained over and over again 

how it is that that I-am-claiming-Self arises.  I’ve explained over and over again how it is that 

that I-am-claiming-Self, the Self that claims, “I am” arises.  It arises by receiving a tiny fraction 

of each of the activities, maybe a hundred millionth of plus, a hundred millionth of minus, a 

hundred millionth of the thus going, a hundred millionth of the thus coming. 

I’m reviewing a very important point for you.  When a Self appears receiving that tiny 

fraction of plus and minus, plus and minus are no longer simply pure plus and minus.  In other 

words plus and minus do not appear as complete plus and minus anymore.  In other words, 

three beings come into existence.  Each of the three is incomplete.  There is that being that 

has incomplete plus as its content.  (There is) that being that has incomplete minus as (its) 

content, and that being that has both plus and minus, but vastly incomplete, as (its) content. 

And so, a Self arises that can make comparisons.  Now it’s possible to make 

comparisons.  It’s possible for something to stand in contrast of something else.  This is the 

beginning of the material world.  So, we point out to people, we warn people, “You must 

practice.     Don’t simply, uncritically accept the materiality of the world as a given!” 

Now the three incomplete worlds that appear are future, past and present.  Before 

future, past and present appear, there is the immaterial world.  In other words, future, past 

and present are the material.  What precedes that is the source, completeness, the immaterial 

world.  What exists before a present appears, before the three worlds are separated, is the 

source.  And what is the source?  The source is just the pure plus and minus, purely acting.  

In other words, the source is zero. 

So, that is a state wherein a Self has not yet arisen.  Conversely, one cannot experience 
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the source unless one allows the Self to dissolve.  So, when the Self-that-believes-it-is-a-thing 

lets go, disappears, then the state of the source appears. 

My translator, as you can see, has a cold.  And it’s hard for him to get the words out.  

He’s worried about that.  He told me.  So I realize that I probably won’t be able to speak very 

long. 

Buddhism very clearly defines what is meant by the source.  The source is that state 

wherein a Self has not yet arisen.  Therefore it cannot be made an object of by anyone.  

Neither does it need to be objectified by anyone.  But in that state of the source there is the 

doing.  And what is that doing?  Plus and minus polarize and unite, polarize and unite, come 

into contrast, polarize and neutralize, come into contrast and re-unite over and over again. 

And because there is no Self there to get in the way, this activity of the source is called 

“nothing.”  It is called the activity of emptiness for that reason. 

When you ask, “What is the activity of zero?  What is the activity of emptiness?”  Of 

course, you’re asking that because a Self has already appeared to ask.  But the activity of zero, 

as I said, by definition, does not need to be seen.  Neither does it need to see. 

So, if you were to ask me, “What is God?  What is the source?”  Bang!  I would 

whack you!  Kill that Self who is asking!  I would beat it to death!   

There’s a very famous story that is portrayed in the sayings of Zen Master Rinzai, the 

Rinzai Roku.  (It says that) when Rinzai went to visit Master Obaku and asked, “What is the 

essence of Buddhism?  What is Buddhism all about?”  Obaku literally beat the living daylights 

out of him.  In fact, on three different occasions, Obaku knocked Rinzai flat.  Why?  In order 

to bring about a state in which there is no need to assert a Self. 

If you don’t have the strength, the spiritual power to realize that Obaku was in fact, very 

kind indeed, then you can’t appreciate the teaching method of Obaku.  So, when a Self arises, 

past, present and future arise.  But this is a temporary situation.  Inevitably, past, present 

and future disappear.  When past, present and future disappear, then here, once again, a new 
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state of the source comes about. 

It is in the nature of the source, the nature of the complete one, to manifest a new state 

of the source.  But in order for that to happen, past, present and future must come into 

existence, and past, present and future must be led out of existence.  In other words, host and 

guest, subject and object must separate, and then host and guest, subject and object must be 

brought back together again. 

Perhaps my teisho is insufficient, but listening over and over again to what is being 

intoned to you and practicing over and over again is required.  So this is what we mean by 

practice.  Practice is repetition over and over again.  Do it 500 times, and something starts to 

become clear. 

But, because people are convinced that they have a thing called a Self, no matter how 

many times they hear teisho, it’s of no avail.  In Buddhism we have what is called the doctrine 

of the five skandahs, usually translated into English as the five aggregates, which is really 

something that I should explain to you so that you can understand what I am trying to get to, 

but I don’t have quite enough time now. 

In other words, we have this complete body that has all of its different parts.  But this 

complete body of ours, before it came into existence, had to be nurtured inside the    

mother’s womb.  But when in the embryonic state inside the womb, in other words inside the 

Dharma activity, the ears, the eyes, the hands the mouth, the various organs that constitute the 

complete body are not yet formed in their usual way.  They are by definition, still embryonic. 

In other words, there are earlier stages of evolution.  Rocks, plants, amoebas, insects, 

birds, what have you, that have not yet, that are still in that sense embryonic.  (They) have not 

yet developed what a human being has in complete form.  Now all of these are born from the 

same Dharma womb, so to speak.  Why are they all different?  This is something that, if I had 

time, I would go into in detail. 

In any event, the human being is that which is nurtured inside the Dharma, inside the 
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mother’s body, to the point of having all the organs complete at birth. 

According to the Buddha, absolutely, inevitably, the process of evolution proceeds to 

the point wherein there is no need to live anymore, no need to expand anymore.  And how 

does this come about?  This comes about through countless repetitions of the cycle of host 

and guest separating and uniting, countless trillions of oscillations finally bring one, inevitably, 

to the state of not needing to expand anymore. 

And what we mean by Tathagata Zen is that clear contemplation of what it means to not 

have to live anymore.  What I mean by a state wherein there is no need to live anymore 

means that the activity of expansion no longer needs to expand anymore.  And how does that 

come about?  That can only come about, according to Tathagata Zen, through the activity of 

expansion being aided in its process of expanding by its complementary, oppositely directed 

activity, which is of course contraction, minus. 

In this case, the activity of expansion takes the initiative.  What we call life, this is 

expansion.  Expansion takes the initiative.  But it is aided by contraction in order to achieve 

its final expansion.  What I’m talking about now is something you really have to sweat to 

understand.  Only then can you know what true peace of mind is.  Remember, I’m telling you 

this not knowing whether I will be alive or dead tomorrow.  I’m talking to you because, 

probably there is no one left who can explain Zen this way, even in Japan. 

So, when there’s no need to live anymore, no need to expand any further, expansion 

rests.  And the instant that happens, the very instant that the activity of expansion rests, the 

activity of contraction riles up and takes the initiative to contract that world that has been 

created by expansion.  What allowed expansion, life, to reach the point where it can rest of 

course, is the aid of contraction.  Put into human terms, the reason that the husband can 

achieve a state of rest is that he’s been helped by his wife. 

That’s why in Buddhism, we make sure to acknowledge taking a break.  Now that state 

of rest is also, in Buddhism, called the state of samadhi, but inevitably, a time comes, a season 
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arrives where the samadhi breaks apart.  And then, one wakes up.  Plus wakes up, and is 

able to look at minus.  Now, plus can follow minus in the process of polarizing and 

neutralizing, contrasting and uniting, over and over again. 

But, at some point, it’s no longer a matter of uniting and contrasting.  The polarizing or 

the contrasting goes beyond mere contrast to actual separation. 

If we call the ultimate expanse the state of 100, for simplicity’s sake, then when this 

separation comes about, when host and guest separate from that state of ultimate expansion, 

then a tiny world, or rather a world that is now not the size of 100, but the size of 99.999 arises.  

It goes without saying that that world that is born from the state of ultimate completeness 

comes about through a tiny fraction of both plus and minus equally contributing to it.  And 

that is a Self that comes about through having negated the complete Self of 100, that 99.999 

Self (that is). 

Now that Self has come about through the initiative of the activity of contraction.  

Therefore, that is a Self whose job it is to negate itself.  In other words, that is a Self whose job 

it is to die to negate itself and therein find its completion. 

So, expansion affirms Self.  Contraction negates Self.  And by over and over again 

participating in that activity of Self-abnegation, eventually, inevitably one comes to the place of 

no longer needing to die any further.  And when there is no longer the need to do the activity 

of death, the activity of minus, death, rests. 

Now, that world wherein there is no need to do the activity of death any further, (that) 

is the ultimately small universe.  As soon as that is achieved, the expansion, the plus, wakes up 

and acts to complete the contraction through its activity of expansion.  So, as I said, what we 

mean by the ultimately tiny universe is that state in which there is no need to do the activity of 

death anymore. 

When the plus activity wakes up, once again, life takes the initiative, and there is 

expansion.  So, it’s very clear.  It should be very clear, what we mean by the activity of life, 
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what kind of activity life is, what kind of doing is death.  So you understand that the activity of 

life is Self-affirmation, is universe manifestation. 

We might refer to that state wherein there is no need to do the activity of life any 

further as paradise.  Minus plays the role of allowing this world of a paradise to arise, by 

helping her husband, so to speak, to experience a state of rest.  So from that perspective, we 

could say that heaven or paradise comes about through the initiative of the woman.  That’s 

why in Buddhist cosmology, heaven is always described in the mythology as inhabited by 

female angels. 

In contrast to that, manifesting this whole universe as the ultimately small is what 

comes about through the activity of contraction, through death.  And we could say that that is 

brought about by the world of the man taking the initiative. 

So, there are in fact four worlds:  the world of life, the world wherein there is no need 

to live anymore, the world of the activity of death, and the world wherein there is no need to 

die any further.  And this will become clear to you if you practice the koan that is called      

“Rinzai’s four-fold discrimination.”  Now I know it’s hard to understand, you might not be able 

to really get the idea while you’re doing it, but the koan practice is important. 

But in essence, what we mean by the activity of the Dharma is that which, over and over 

again, manifests these four worlds cyclically.  In the simplest explanation, there’s just the two 

world, the plus and the minus alternating. 

Now, we finally can therefore come to the case in point that we have been reading.  It 

begins with Zen Master Hyakujo.  It goes without saying that Hyakujo would have been that 

person who manifested the wisdom that clearly understood what is meant by the activity of life 

and death. 

It’s not just Hyakujo, but any of the patriarchs who would understand that we oscillate 

back and forth between life and death incessantly.  In other words, they all manifest the 

wisdom that clearly knows how the activity of the Dharma manifests a Self that completely 
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lives, and manifests a Self that doesn’t need to live, in other words “heaven.”  And (they all 

manifest the wisdom that clearly knows) how the activity of the Dharma manifests a Self that 

completely dies, and how the activity of the Dharma manifests a state wherein there is no need 

to die anymore, in other words "hell.” 

The chime has rung, and my translator seems to have just about had it, so I think I will 

end at this point. 

So, in any event, you can certainly know by having said this much, what sort of master 

Master Hyakujo was.  Remember, there is no fixated Master Hyakujo.  Sometimes Zen 

Master Hyakujo manifests heaven, abides in the state of the cosmic Buddha.  And sometimes 

Hyakujo appears in hell, having done the activity of death, until he no longer needs to die 

anymore.  And sometimes Hyakujo just does the activity of death or just does the activity of 

life.  If you understand this, you'll understand my teisho on the koan that we read.  It is that 

koan that finally I will begin to give teisho on tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 

 

 


